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Dialogue Education
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The 4 C’s

1 - Connect Why do I need to learn this?

2 - Content What do I need to know?

3 - Challenge How does this work?

4 - Change What can this become?



1 - Connect

Purposeful connecting with teacher, other learners, the 
content or subject, needs, motivations, or prior knowledge.

Why do I need to learn this?

Examples:
● story they can relate to or share
● using symbols - object lessons, drawings, etc.
● video
● skit
● game or activity with direct connection to content



2 - Content

Presenting and interacting with new concepts: attitudes, 
skills, knowledge.

What do I need to know?

Examples:
● content can be elicited from learners via questions
● explanation of content through pictures, diagrams, 

charts, etc.
● sorting or categorizing information
● something to read



3 - Challenge

An opportunity to explore the new concepts and try things 
out immediately by doing in a controlled format.

How does this work?

Examples:
● tasks to accomplish
● questions to answer
● problem to solve
● project to work on
● evaluating a situation or issue
● doing or creating something to illustrate application of 

content
● role playing
● compare contrast possible futures with and without 

new content



4 - Change

Opportunity to reflect on what has been learned and 
imagine how it can be used in their lives so that behavior is 
changed.

What can this become?

Examples:
● what are you going to remember?
● specific action steps
● describe an experience and apply what you learned to a 

possible future experience
● write a plan of implementation
● identify an opportunity to teach content to others
● describe how content will help you be more effective or 

successful
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What are the strengths of this approach
for cross-cultural training?

1. Requires us to “boil it down” to principles.

2. Leverages knowledge and experience of the participants.

3. Principles are automatically contextualized through conversation.

4. Real-time feedback.

5. Participants always know their “next steps.”



Do you know which “C’s” of this 
workshop we’ve done so far?



Creating A Practice Lesson
Challenge: How does this work?

Matthew 5:9 Matthew 12:8 Matthew 22:37 Luke 6:27–28 John 15:5



What’s your takeaway?
Change: What can this become?


